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A (recent) challenge to DH

❖ “After a decade of investment and hype, what has the 
field accomplished? Not much… For all its resources, 
the digital humanities makes a rookie mistake 
(begynderfejl): It confuses more information for more 
knowledge.”

❖ Timothy Brennan, Chronicle of Higher Education (Oct 15, 
2017)



What have we 
accomplished??

❖ Someone hasn’t been paying attention…

❖ The rookie mistake is Brennan’s, confusing the comfort of 
precision for the challenges of recall

❖ What have we accomplished?

❖ Examples today from studies in literature, history, 
linguistics, folklore and ethnology, & visual and media arts 

❖ The real question: What can we do now that we couldn’t do 
before?



Today’s talk
❖ An introduction to Culture Analytics and Macroscopic thinking

❖ Multiscale analysis in the Humanities: Some Experiments

❖ Macroscale: consider entire literatures or cultural production across periods and regions?

❖ periodicity — Confusing det moderne gennembrud

❖ word embeddings—word use across domains

❖ Mesoscale: domain specific challenges

❖ Evald Tang Kristensen’s folklore collection:

❖ Fieldwork in the 19th century: “En temmelig lang fodtur”

❖ Topic patters in Danish legendry

❖ Microscale: narrower challenges confined to a single work or group of works

❖ social networks in the Icelandic saga

❖ Multiscale: integrating learning across scales

❖ Text reuse in Danske sagn

❖ Visual similarity in K-pop videos



Macroscopic thinking

❖ Macroscopes provide a ‘vision of the whole,’ 
helping us ‘synthesize’ the related elements and 
detect patterns, trends, and outliers while granting 
access to myriad details. Rather than make things 
larger or smaller, macroscopes let us observe what 
is at once too great, slow, or complex for the 
human eye and mind to notice and comprehend

-Katy Börner (2011)



Culture Analytics

❖ Examines cultures and cultural production by

❖ aligning data-driven analysis and mathematical 
models with 

❖ qualitative theories of cultural production, 
dissemination, and interpretation from disciplines 
across the Humanities



Developments that make this 
possible

❖ Algorithmic sophistication in:

❖ Natural Language Processing

❖ parsing / morphosyntactic tagging

❖ lemmatization

❖ named entity detection / resolution

❖ Machine learning

❖ supervised and unsupervised 
methods

❖ neural networks (eg word embedding)

❖ GIS (geographic information systems)

❖ Advances in collection development

❖ archival collections made machine 
readable

❖ geocoded resources

❖ data storage, curation and retrieval



Multiscale 
analysis in the 
study of culture

Macro
Meso
Micro



Macroscale challenges and 
work

❖ What can we do at the macroscale?

❖ This is the scale of entire literatures, artistic genres, 
historical periods, and large scale collections

❖ Two examples:

❖ Periodicity and det moderne gennembrud in the 
Arkiv for dansk litteratur

❖ Word use and word embeddings in two 19th 
century corpora



Confusing Det moderne 
gennembrud

❖ One of the best known “movements” in Nordic literary history

❖ Ushered in by Georg Brandes’s famous lecture at KU November 3, 1871

❖ Brandes “Det moderne gennembruds mænd” (1883) is followed a little 
more than a century later by Pil Dahlerup’s “Det moderne gennembruds 
kvinder” (1985) (cf Tangherlini & Leonard 2013)

❖ Each provide an exemplary list of major authors whom they feel represent 
the movement

❖ Just because an author wrote during the period does not mean they 
were a breakthrough author

❖ What were the criteria?



Entropy and comparison



Modern Breakthrough 
Similarities

❖ In literary studies, we often say, “I am interested in this and things like 
this”

❖ This implies some sort of inherent similarity or criteria for inclusion in a 
group such as a movement

❖ That similarity can be based on multiple dimensions, and may be hard 
to articulate

❖ But Brandes and Dahlerup point at some similarity (topics, language, 
style) that coincide with periodicity to form a movement



Challenges for the Modern 
Breakthrough

❖ Can we discern similarity automatically in the Modern Breakthrough?

❖ Are there authors whose works are more similar to each other than others in a 
Modern Breakthrough corpus?

❖ Are there authors who are not generally considered among the Modern 
Breakthrough authors whose works show a similarity to central authors?

❖ Which authors’ works are most similar to their own works?

❖ Can we apply semi-automated techniques to 

❖ explore the text features that contribute to similarities among authors and 
works?

❖ visualize these similarities in a way that connects to the underlying texts?



Distant text similarity analysis

moderne gennembrud?

Limitations:
❖ Difficult to discern the content 

or stylistic features that make 
some texts more similar than 
others.

❖ Does not highlight texts that 
might be similar (or different) 
in “interesting” ways -- which 
is what we want as scholars!



Methodology

❖ To examine a fuzzy conceptual/stylistic literary phenomenon such as the Modern 
Breakthrough via the Naive Bayes confusion matrix:

❖ Clean and normalize texts to use the same orthographic conventions (we don’t 
apply stemming/lemmatization, but this could be done as well)

❖ Divide each work into roughly equal-sized passages (e.g., 500-word “chunks”)

❖ Label each passage with its author and its title

❖ At each level of classification (author or title), build a confusion matrix:
❖ Count the word frequencies in each passage and use these to build a Naive Bayes classifier for each label -- essentially, 

a spam filter tuned to catch texts that are most likely to be from this author or work

❖ For each passage, run it against all of the Naive Bayes “filters” (first removing its word counts from the model) to see 
which authors/works it matches most closely, according to the classifier

❖ Plot the results as interactive matrix visualizations, and explore!



Self Similarity

❖ Self similarity
❖ Pontoppidan

❖ Bang



Enhanced “Confusion”: Counting Secondary 
Matches



What can we do now that we couldn’t 
before?

❖ Identify similar passages and drill-down to: 
❖ find them and

❖ explore what lies behind the similarities

❖ Introduce any division of a corpus
❖ Classification based on research specific features

❖ E.g. meta-features: genre, era, publishing houses, communities of authors

❖ E.g. content features: nature words, urban/rural, class

❖ E.g. style features: direct conversation, sentence length, word length

❖ Then interrogate those classifications with a data-driven approach

❖ Flexibility: the tool is not corpus specific -- corpus can be any size and chunking can be 
research question driven

❖ Interactivity: allows for creative exploration and movement between the macro-meso-
micro scales



Word Embeddings

❖ Based on word vector models

❖ Classic analogy: konge - mand + kvinde = dronning



Find words similar to a target word in the 
vector space



Using “jøde” and “adel” in Arkiv for dansk 
litteratur



Create analogies



What did we learn?

❖ It should be possible to explore:

❖ Change in word use over time given large, time-delimited training sets

❖ E.g. The growing corpora of newspapers from Scandinavia

❖ Comparison of word use across 

❖ classes of writers

❖ Gender

❖ Particular movement(s)

❖ genre

❖ Word embeddings to assist with OCR cleanup



Humanities & the Mesoscale

❖ The challenges of “medium small data”

❖ Examples

❖ Interpolating modes of travel in a nineteenth century 
folklore collection

❖ Topic concentration in Danish legendry



“En temmelig lang fodtur…”

❖ Tracing the routes of collection in most collections is difficult

❖ Tang Kristensen’s collection provides a unique opportunity to follow 
a collector for many years as he moves through the countryside

❖ Minder og Oplevelser

❖ Tang Kristensen’s memoirs give us an unusual opportunity to 
reconstruct his travels 

❖ Allows us to correlate people, places, and stories

❖ Allows us to look at change in collecting practices during different 
times in Tang Kristensen’s life



What we did

❖ Extract fieldtrip information from Minder og Oplevelser

❖ Dates of collection

❖ Modes of transportation (walk, postvogn/carriage, train, ferry/steamer)

❖ Start point and end point (usually where he was living at the time)

❖ Stops along the trip

❖ Create routes in ArcMap

❖ Allows us to understand at a granular level the folklore collecting work of ETK

❖ Allows us to create visualizations

❖ More importantly, allows us to create aggregate statistical representations of his fieldwork collecting



What does this look like? (Fieldtrip 18 as example)

❖ A single fieldtrip, with start /stop 
in Hadsten.

❖ Individual stops are marked in 
order.

❖ Route is based on a “shortest 
path” algorithm using a network 
of roads matched to the roads 
on the historical map

❖ “høje målebordsblade” (Kort-
og matrikelstyrelsen)

nu vilde han gjærne, at jeg skulde komme, og den anmodning maatte jeg naturligvis se at tage til 
følge, da jeg ikke havde samlet noget paa den egn. han havde ogsaa en hilsen at bringe mig fra 
lærer sørensen i skader, som jeg kjendte fra mammen, hvor han havde været andenlærer, og hans 
kone kjendte vi ogsaa, da hun var en søsterdatter af lærer jensen i mammen eller maaske hans kone 
— jeg husker det ikke saa nøje nu. de var da blevne kjendte i mammen, og var blevne gifte, og han 
havde faaet embedet der. desuden havde han ogsaa en hilsen at bringe mig fra præsten i søby. det 
var ingen anden end pastor aagaards søn gert fra gjellerup. han var nu bleven præst der. jeg havde 
jo flere gange truffet ham i gjellerup præstegaard, naar han i ferien var hjemme hos forældrene, og 
siden havde jeg ikke truffet ham. han vilde nu endelig have mig til at besøge sig. en skjøn dag 
vandrede jeg saa af over til skader, efter at jeg naturligvis forud havde meddelt mit komme, og lærer 
lund som følge deraf havde bekjendtgjort om mødet. jeg gik over hadbjærg og rud og voldum, og var 
saa inde hos lærer sørensens, inden jeg om eftermiddagen gik til søby. sørensen mente, at jeg 
skulde gaa om i byen og tale med en husmand der, johannes pedersen. han boede i et langt hus i 
den sydøstlige del af byen, altsaa østen for bækken. det gjorde jeg da ogsaa, og jeg fik et par 
smaating skrevet op, men da tiden ikke tillod mere, gjorde jeg aftale med manden om at komme 
igjen, naar jeg gik tilbage. jeg maatte nu skynde mig, da mødet skulde være den samme aften. der 
blev nu ikke særlig tilstrømning af folk, og jeg havde ikke nogen synderlig glæde af mødet. jeg bad 
folkene til slutning give mig et eller andet vink, hvis der var nogen af deres bekjendtskab, der var 
gode til at fortælle, men det førte nu ikke til noget.



All the places ETK visited & all his 
travels...

1835 places 
visited

67 843 km of 
travel



Understanding where ETK collected weighted by population density

❖ Population data of 1890. 
❖ Number of stops per 1000 people living 

within the parish boundaries (herred). 
❖ Choropleth map in picture show highest 

density in brighter red. 
❖ We can also do this at the parish (sogn) and 

amt (county) level



ETK’s propensity to revisit places and 
people

❖ 1835 different places visited
❖ 1292 places visited once
❖ 543 re-visited

❖ Possible to recast repeat visit count: 
❖ Eliminate places he lived, large cities 

or transportation hubs
❖ Repeat visits to places where he 

solely collected folklore
❖ Repeat visits to places where he 

collected from women / men
❖ Places he only visited at certain 

times of year
❖ Based on stop data



Places where he collected more 
than once

❖ 431 informant locations registered only 
once (based on informant data)

❖ 423 informant locations registered more 
than once

❖ Total of 1380 identifiable informant 
locations

❖ → Propensity to find groups of 
informants in single areas



Return visits by year as % of total visits (stops data)

The more experienced he becomes, the more likely he is to revisit 
places -- we can infer that he develops rapport with storytellers over 

repeat visits





Travel variance by residence
❖ Productive periods in Hadsten and 

Mølholm
❖ Stays close to home early in career
❖ Break out coincides with Svend 

Grundtvig’s death!
❖ Access to a much larger train 

network



Newly assigned train segments by 
inference

❖ How do 
technologies of 
transportation 
influence his 
collecting?



Finding train segments

● How do we interpolate a train segment?
○ He must be able to get on and off the train → if there is a train route segment that has open stations on it at 

the time of the field trip, we assign that segment to the train 

■ There may be mixed transportation modes on a segment; we assign a primary mode based on this 
model

■ Future work: break segments into portions based on transportation mode

○ We use a 1km buffer around train stations to capture the intersection of stations and segments

● After assignment, 19.9% (780/3913) of the segments 
are train segments



Train by distance and segments (including inferred 
segments)



Travel by method using inference--train inference and 
20km walking rule



Transportation by segment



Methods of transportation 
using inference and rules 

based assignment



What did we learn?

❖ The impact that transportation networks had on Tang 
Kristensen’s ability to do fieldwork

❖ An explanation for the heavy concentration of his efforts 
in certain parts of Jylland

❖ The impact of technologies of modernity on a project 
intended to preserve an aspect of culture from those 
same technologies of modernity



The Folklore Macroscope

❖ Tools for the exploration of legend distribution based on 
topics and on the relationship between where a person 
lives and the places they mention in their stories

❖ A series of tools:

❖ WitchHunter & Trollfinder

❖ GhostScope & TreasureX

❖ ElfYelp



WitchHunter: 
Geo-semantic Folklore Browsing

❖ Can we develop a method that allows us to find story topics 
by geographic area? 

❖ Where are the areas that, even after correcting for 
population density, seem to be highly related to a particular 
topic?

❖ Conversely, can we develop a method that allows us to 
search for topics given an area in which we’re interested?

❖ Can we develop a system that allows a researcher to decide 
what type of searching they want to do, be it based on 
keywords, topics, spatial criteria or a combination of these 
and other approaches?



TrollFinder 1.0
(CMN/LREC 2012)

Heat map for the topic
“Heks” [witch] with story

frequency histograms 



Not normalized Normalized by population density

Effects of population density-based normalization for 
keyword “witch”

Grinderslev
Grinderslev



Grinderslev? Really?



From the Danish Folklore Nexus…



Why Grinderslev??

❖ Site of a well-known Augustinian monastery, Grinderslev kloster, founded in the 
twelfth century. 

❖ The monastery was built near a holy spring, Breum kilde, but was abandoned in the 
aftermath of the Reformation.

❖ The spring at Breum was subsequently associated with witchcraft

❖ In 1686, Anne Madsdatter and her sister were burned at Breum, the last witch 
burning in Denmark (Bruun, 1920).

❖ Although this episode is well known in the study of Danish witchcraft, the persistent 
relationship between the area surrounding Grinderslev and stories about witchcraft 
has not been recognized previously, suggesting a topic for further, in-depth inquiry.

❖ Only a few of the stories mention Grinderslev (but rather places near Grinderslev 
such as Breum)



Building a spatial query tool

Flipping it around



TF-IDF
Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency

Some necessary math



RF-IPF (or the scary maths slide)
Ranking topics in a geographic region

RF-IPF = RF * log( |P| / |p ∈ P : t ∈ p| )
RF = region frequency: the number of times topic t co-occurs with places in the 

region, normalized by the total number of place/topic co-occurrences in the 
region

|P| = total number of places mentioned in the corpus

|p ∈ P : t ∈ p| = total number of places in the corpus that co-occur in stories 
with the topic t

A new algorithm



Mound dweller distribution

Drilldown



Præster og Klogefolk

Areas of significant 
debate over church 

direction



Conceptual Maps

❖ How do people conceive the distance between the 
“inside” and the “outside” for various topics?

❖ What is the distance between a storyteller and the 
stories they tell by topic?

❖ How can one visualize the relationship between stories 
and the places they were told by topic?



Distance from “home”



The Black Death



Bringing it all together

Story Drilldown



Micro scale analysis

❖ Using smaller levels of analysis—the word, the 
sentence, the single work, we can still develop new 
perspectives that allow new ways for understanding 

❖ Example:

❖ Social Network Analysis and the Icelandic Saga



Njals saga general stats
❖ Extracted Njals saga network by hand

❖ More complex extraction than ES
❖ Added “lives at”, “events”, and geo-located places

❖ Some characteristics of Njals saga network:
❖ 707 characters (most individual, although some corporate—e.g. the Finns)

❖ 565 male / 102 female / 47 corporate
❖ 3055 interactions (including 648 conversations)

❖ 448 genealogical interactions
❖ 776 friendly interactions
❖ 584 unfriendly (or downright hostile) interactions
❖ 1247 ambiguous or unvalued (inter)actions

❖ Some general statistics of union graph
❖ Number of components: one major component with  681 characters, 
❖ Graph density: .006 (total number of edges / total number of possible edges)
❖ Avg. path 5.07
❖ Avg. total degree 2.58

❖ in-degree 1.29
❖ out-degree 1.29



PageRank in Njals saga—
all interactions (fairly typical power law)



Egils saga general stats
❖ Extracted Egils saga network by hand
❖ Some characteristics of Egils saga network:

❖ 320 characters (most individual, although some corporate—e.g. the Finns)
❖ 258 male / 58 female / 4 corporate

❖ 1352 interactions
❖ 431 genealogical interactions
❖ 316 friendly interactions
❖ 151 hostile interactions
❖ 454 ambiguous or unvalued (inter)actions 

❖ Some general statistics of Union graph
❖ Number of components: one major component with 318 characters, one minor 

unconnected component with 2 characters (Bragi Boddason and King Bjorn of Sweden)
❖ Graph density: .0083 (total number of edges / total number of possible edges)
❖ Avg. path 4.45
❖ Avg. total degree 3.51

❖ in-degree 1.75
❖ out-degree 1.75



Egils saga--genealogy



Egils saga--fosters



Kinship Shortest paths

❖ Since the saga is about blood feud and
❖ Since many of these feuds revolve around problems in the 

valuation of kinship vs friendship and
❖ Since fostering significantly changes the pathways in a 

network by adding only a small number of edges
❖ It might be worthwhile to trace shortest path distances 

between saga antagonists purely on the kinship graph
❖ What happens to the ES and NS graphs between 

antagonists when fosters are added?
❖ Is fostering a good strategy to curtail or interrupt feud?



Eirik Blood-Axe

Egil

Path from Egil to Eirik of 10
(or 9 if you include spousal relationships)



Path from Egil to Eirik of 4
(includes fosterings)

Eirik Blood-Axe

Egil



ES: Gunnhild Ozurardottir



Cliques and Stars: NS 
Friendly

Friendly cliques 
(Newman clustering, MDS layout)

Friendly stars 
(CONCOR clustering, MDS layout)



Integrating scales: 
Macro              Meso            Micro

❖ By moving between scales, we can learn something on 
one scale, and use that to adjust our understanding of 
phenomena on another scale



Multiscale Analysis
From the Meso to the Micro



Text “re-use” in Tang Kristensens 
Danske sagn & Danske sagn, ny række



Similarity experiments in K-
Pop



Did Brennan seriously ask what DH has 
accomplished?

❖ A simple overview of a series of projects shows clearly:

❖ The advantages of complementing traditional work with 
computational methods

❖ The ability of computational methods to tease out 
patterns that are too complex to discern by other means

❖ The opportunity to ask new research questions that 
require the ability to move easily between the macro-, 
the meso- and the micro-scales of analysis
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